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1. INTRODUCTION {#cas14409-sec-0001}
===============

Thymic cancer is a rare malignant disease, occurring in approximately 0.02 of 100 000 person‐years.[^1^](#cas14409-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#cas14409-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The disease was advanced in approximately 30% of patients at the time of diagnosis, although resection surgery or chemoradiation therapy is definitive treatment for localized thymic carcinoma.[^3^](#cas14409-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Advanced and recurrent thymic carcinoma have a poor prognosis, and chemotherapy has been used to achieve prolonged disease control in such cases.[^4^](#cas14409-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Several retrospective studies and phase 2 clinical trials have been conducted, intending to demonstrate the efficacy of cytotoxic agents and targeted drugs.[^5^](#cas14409-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [^6^](#cas14409-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [^7^](#cas14409-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, standard chemotherapy regimens have not been established. The recent development of immune‐checkpoint inhibitors (ICI), to block program death‐1 (PD‐1) or program death‐ligand 1 (PD‐L1), has succeeded in many types of solid tumors.[^8^](#cas14409-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [^9^](#cas14409-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Among thymic carcinoma patients, conflicting results of the efficacy of anti--PD‐1 antibody, pembrolizumab and nivolumab have been reported in phase 2 clinical trials.[^10^](#cas14409-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#cas14409-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

The attempts to correlate PD‐L1 expression on tumor cells and the efficacy of ICI have shown conflicting results in several cancer types. In non--small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients, PD‐L1 expression on tumor cells was regarded as the predictive marker of anti--PD‐1 antibodies, nivolumab and pembrolizumab. However, this was not the case in all the other cancer types and the other ICI, validating the threshold in many settings.[^12^](#cas14409-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#cas14409-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Although previous studies report PD‐L1 expression in thymic epithelial tumors, the significance of PD‐L1 expression on tumor cells as a predictive biomarker for ICI has not yet been evaluated.[^14^](#cas14409-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#cas14409-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#cas14409-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

The tumor microenvironment (TME), a complex immune network, consisting of tumor‐infiltrating immune cells (TIIC), tumor cells and stroma cells, contributes to tumor biology and therapeutic response to ICI. Previous reports have shown the positive prognostic effects of TIIC, including CD8^+^ cells, FOXP3^+^ cells and CD20^+^ cells in several cancer types.[^17^](#cas14409-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [^18^](#cas14409-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [^19^](#cas14409-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [^20^](#cas14409-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [^21^](#cas14409-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [^22^](#cas14409-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [^23^](#cas14409-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The complex mechanisms of immune systems remain to be completely elucidated. However, it has been indicated that effector cells that attack the tumor cells, including CD8^+^ cells, are a predictive marker for ICI.[^24^](#cas14409-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} The suppressor cells inhibiting antitumor activity affect tumor progression and drug efficacy, and FOXP3^+^ T cells and CD204^+^ M2 macrophages are representative suppressor cells that are reported as negative prognostic factors.[^25^](#cas14409-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^26^](#cas14409-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Considering the function of the cells and factors that comprise the TME, it has been indicated that the balance of the effector cells and suppressor cells might play an important role in the TME and could be both prognostic and predictive biomarkers for ICI.[^19^](#cas14409-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} In addition, the significance of TIIC in patient prognosis varies in different cancer types.[^27^](#cas14409-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#cas14409-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [^29^](#cas14409-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [^30^](#cas14409-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} In thymic cancer patients, previous studies have reported that the effector cells, including CD8^+^ cells and CD4^+^ cells, are positive prognostic factors; however, the results are conflicting, and few findings of suppressor cells have been revealed.[^31^](#cas14409-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [^32^](#cas14409-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

In several solid tumors, the distribution site of TIIC has an influence on the prognostic and predictive power. In breast cancer patients, the ratio of TIIC in stroma lesions was correlated to patient prognosis.[^21^](#cas14409-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Among head and neck tumors, esophageal cancer and squamous cell lung cancer, the ratios of TIIC, CD3^+^, CD4^+^, CD8^+^, CD25^+^ and FOXP3^+^ cells are reported as positive prognosis factors.[^33^](#cas14409-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [^34^](#cas14409-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [^35^](#cas14409-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} A few studies report a correlation between the distribution site of TIIC, tumor cells or stroma and the efficacy of ICI.

This is the first comprehensive report to investigate the effects of TIIC including CD4^+^, CD8^+^, CD20^+^, CD56^+^, CD66b^+^, CD204^+^ and FOXP3^+^ cells, PD‐L1 expression, and the balance of effector and suppressor immune cells in tumor islets or stroma among resectable thymic carcinoma. Considering the heterogeneity of tumor characteristics, six to eight sites from each specimen were selected, followed by counting the number of immune cells (maximum, mean and median) to find the most consistent method for evaluating immune factors.

2. METHODS {#cas14409-sec-0002}
==========

2.1. Patients and specimens {#cas14409-sec-0003}
---------------------------

The patients with thymic carcinoma who underwent surgical resection between 1973 and 2017 at the National Cancer Center Hospital, Tokyo, Japan satisfying the following criteria were evaluated in the present study: (a) those with pathologically diagnosed thymic cancer; (b) those for whom medical records of treatment outcome were available; and (c) those for whom formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded tumor tissue samples were available. The patients who had double primary cancer underwent biopsy surgery only, and those with insufficient specimens were excluded from the study. The study was conducted following the epidemiological study guidelines of the Ministry of Health Labor and Welfare of Japan and approved by the institutional review board of the National Cancer Center. Individual consent was obtained from patients; however, for the deceased patients and their relatives, the study design was disclosed on the website of the National Cancer Center.

The study population was divided into two cohorts: the preliminary cohort (n = 10) and the total cohort (n = 42). The preliminary cohort consisted of the patients who underwent resection between July 2012 and January 2015. The cohort included two groups: the recurrent group (n = 5) and the non--recurrent group (n = 5). The total cohort, including the cases in the preliminary cohort, consisted of 42 patients, with 26 recurrent and 16 non--recurrent patients. Based on the results in the preliminary cohort, candidate factors for prognostic markers were selected and further investigation was conducted in the total cohort.

We reviewed H&E slides of the archived primary tumors and selected a representative block in each case. Considering the heterogeneity of immune factors, we selected 6‐8 areas (1.511 mm^2^) from whole section slides in each case. Each area was selected according to the location (central or peripheral), the frequency of TIIC and the presence of necrosis. To overcome the heterogeneity of immune cells, we count not only the total numbers but also those according to the locations (i.e., tumor islet or stroma), and calculate the mean, median and maximum numbers in each case (Figure [1](#cas14409-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, we calculated the ratio of each factor and investigated their influence on disease‐free survival (DFS). Representative blocks, slides and areas were selected and analyzed by independent medical doctors, including pathologists.

![Representative images of selected areas from each specimen. A, Area detection image of H&E. B, Representative image of tumor islet and stroma of H&E. C‐D, CD8^+^ cell density. D, Orange‐colored area represents tumor islet and blue‐colored area represents stroma. E‐H, Positive immune cells of CD8^+^ as representative images of immune factors: relatively low frequency in (E) and (F); high frequency in (G) and (H)](CAS-111-1921-g001){#cas14409-fig-0001}

2.2. Immunohistochemistry {#cas14409-sec-0004}
-------------------------

Immunohistochemical staining was performed on the representative whole sections of formalin‐fixed, paraffin‐embedded tissue following the previous protocols of Oguro et al[^36^](#cas14409-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} with the use of autostainers (Ventana BenchMark ULTRA platform \[Ventana\] and Autostainer Link 48 \[Dako\]). The primary antibodies used in this study are listed in Table [S1](#cas14409-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We assessed the TIIC, including CD4, CD8, CD20, CD56, CD66b, CD204 and FOXP3, and the expression of PD‐L1 expression in tumor cells.

2.3. Evaluation of Immunohistochemistry {#cas14409-sec-0005}
---------------------------------------

The microscopic images were scanned and digitized using a NanoZoomer Digital Pathology system (NDP; Hamamatsu Photonics). The density of the immune‐labeled cells was analyzed using Tissue Studio (Definiens). The H&E stained slides were viewed at a magnification of 40× to count the number of TIIC. For the purpose of evaluation of intratumoral heterogeneity, six to eight independent areas of the same size (1.512 mm^2^) were randomly selected from different locations, including central and peripheral sites of tumors, hot and cold spots of TIIC, and locations with and without necrosis. Subsequently, the numbers of positive cells per mm^2^ in clusters of tumor cells (tumor islets) and the stroma between tumor islets (stroma) were counted using the Definiens Tissue Studio v4.0 (Definiens).

The expression of PD‐L1 in tumor cells as a percentage of total tumor cells showing PD‐L1 membrane staining (TC value) and the percentage of TIIC (IC value) was scored as described previously using SP142 clone assay (Ventana Medical Systems).[^12^](#cas14409-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} The scoring was as follows: TC3 ≥ 50%, TC2 ≥ 5% and \< 50%, TC1 ≥ 1% and \< 5%, and TC0 \< 1%; IC3 ≥ 10%, IC2 ≥ 5% and \< 10%, IC1 ≥ 1% and \<5%, and IC0 \< 1%. To assess the heterogeneity of PD‐L1 expression, we measured the maximum, mean and minimum scores in each specimen. All immunohistochemical (IHC) parameters were analyzed and cross‐verified by independent doctors, including pathologists.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#cas14409-sec-0006}
-------------------------

The mean, median and SD values were calculated for each group and analyzed with the χ^2^‐test or Fisher's exact test. A *P*‐value of \<0.05 was considered significant. Histograms were used to represent the count of TIIC (maximum, median and mean) in tumor islets and stroma, and were evaluated according to the TC and IC scores in PD‐L1 expression analysis. Univariate analysis (Pearson's product‐moment correlation coefficient) was conducted among each factor and ratio. Survival analyses were conducted using the Kaplan‐Meier method, and statistically significant differences between survival curves were assessed by the log‐rank test. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 19 (SPSS).

3. RESULTS {#cas14409-sec-0007}
==========

3.1. Patient characteristics {#cas14409-sec-0008}
----------------------------

A total of 51 patients underwent resection surgery for thymic carcinoma during the study period, of which 42 were eligible. Among these, 26 and 16 patients had recurrence and non--recurrence of the thymic carcinoma, respectively. The demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table [1](#cas14409-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Of all the factors, Masaoka's staging status was significantly higher in the relapsed cohort (*P* = 0.006).

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients

  Characteristics                       Patients, n (%)    *P*‐value          
  ------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ -------
  Age (mean, 95% confidence interval)   56.3 (50.9‐61.8)   57.2 (51.4‐63.0)   0.833
  Gender                                                                      
  Male                                  8 (50%)            12                 0.814
  Female                                8 (50%)            14                 
  Histological type                                                           
  Squamous                              14                 23                 0.928
  Other types                           2                  3                  
  Masaoka‐Koga surgical Stage                                                 
  I                                     1                  0                  0.006
  II                                    7                  2                  
  III                                   7                  22                 
  IV                                    1                  2                  
  Preoperative therapy                                                        
  None                                  15                 23                 0.474
  Chemotherapy                          1                  2                  
  Radiation                             0                  1                  
  Treatment after operation                                                   
  None                                  6                  19                 0.093
  Chemotherapy                          0                  0                  
  Radiation                             9                  6                  
  Chemoradiation                        0                  1                  
  Treatment after recurrence                                                  
  None                                  NA                 7                  
  Surgery                               NA                 2                  
  Chemotherapy                          NA                 6                  
  Radiation                             NA                 9                  
  Chemoradiation                        NA                 2                  

Abbreviation: NA, not applicable.
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3.2. Analysis of the preliminary cohort {#cas14409-sec-0009}
---------------------------------------

The immune factors evaluated in the preliminary cohort showed no significant difference between the two groups (Table [S2](#cas14409-sup-0006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, CD8, CD20, CD204 and FOXP3 positive cells demonstrated a tendency to act as predictive markers for recurrence (*P*‐value ranged from 0.182 to 0.577). Furthermore, the CD20 to CD204 ratio (mean numbers in stroma region) was found to be significantly higher in the non--recurrent group (*P* = 0.029). Based on these results, the immune factors CD8^+^, CD20^+^, CD204^+^ and FOXP3^+^ were evaluated in the total cohort.

3.3. Analysis of total cohort {#cas14409-sec-0010}
-----------------------------

The data on DFS of each subset in the total cohort are presented in Table [2](#cas14409-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. The log‐rank test revealed significant differences between the groups for all the factors, at least for one parameter. The ratios between the selected factors also showed significant differences, as identified through the log‐rank test. These factors and ratios indicated that high CD8^+^ and CD20^+^ in tumor islets as well as stroma, low CD204^+^ in tumor islets, high FOXP3^+^, high CD8^+^/CD204^+^ and high CD20^+^/CD204^+^ in stroma could be prognostic factors for tumor recurrence. It was observed that the immune factors in stroma and their mean number were most significantly associated with the clinical prognosis.

###### 

Disease‐free survival of intraepithelial and stromal lymphocyte subsets and their ratios in the total cohort

                 High     Low            Log‐rank                  
  -------------- -------- -------------- ---------- -------------- --------
  CD8                                                              
  Tumor islets                                                     
  Max            58.88    0.00‐210.6     21.60      10.93‐32.27    0.217
  Med            145.20   20.75‐269.65   16.50      6.16‐26.84     0.037
  Mean           39.85    17.10‐173.30   5.28       6.16‐26.84     0.074
  Stromal                                                          
  Max            95.50    0.00‐195.40    14.60      6.79‐22.41     0.034
  Med            145.20   72.17‐218.23   14.60      8.34‐20.86     0.004
  Mean           145.20   16.13‐274.27   14.60      8.34‐20.86     0.004
  CD20                                                             
  Tumor islets                                                     
  Max            23.40    0.00‐144.32    27.80      3.89‐51.72     0.565
  Med            109.70   70.09‐149.31   20.70      7.24‐34.16     0.027
  Mean           23.40    0.00‐144.32    27.80      3.89‐51.72     0.565
  Stromal                                                          
  Max            145.20   0.00‐352.56    19.30      6.08‐32.52     0.002
  Med            109.70   0.00‐231.80    21.60      5.31‐37.89     0.096
  Mean           145.20   0.00‐352.56    19.30      6.08‐32.52     0.002
  CD204                                                            
  Tumor islets                                                     
  Max            45.70    0.00‐137.72    23.40      14.12‐32.68    0.617
  Med            95.20    19.78‐170.62   21.60      10.56‐32.64    0.046
  Mean           95.20    6.77‐183.62    23.40      14.38‐32.42    0.122
  Stromal                                                          
  Max            23.90    15.10‐32.70    38.80      0.00‐79.08     0.957
  Med            20.70    5.22‐36.18     95.20      2.09‐188.31    0.275
  Mean           23.90    15.82‐31.98    49.40      0.00‐104.63    0.632
  FOXP3                                                            
  Tumor islets                                                     
  Max            109.70   15.34‐204.07   23.40      18.36‐28.44    0.108
  Med            109.70   0.00‐296.41    23.90      14.26‐33.54    0.480
  Mean           109.70   15.34‐204.07   23.40      18.36‐28.44    0.108
  Stromal                                                          
  Max            145.20   1.67‐288.73    19.30      6.05‐32.56     0.030
  Med            109.70   29.78‐189.63   19.30      9.35‐29.25     0.060
  Mean           145.20   1.58‐288.82    19.30      9.35‐29.25     0.022
  CD8/204                                                          
  Tumor islets                                                     
  Max            38.80    0.00‐110.79    19.30      6.32‐32.29     0.341
  Med            95.20    4.78‐185.62    19.30      5.843‐32.757   0.066
  Mean           95.20    0.00‐203.97    19.30      5.84‐32.76     0.162
  Stromal                                                          
  Max            95.20    0.00‐197.577   21.60      10.63‐32.57    0.406
  Med            145.20   15.94‐274.46   16.50      6.04‐26.96     0.016
  Mean           95.20    1.60‐188.80    12.60      4.56‐20.64     0.029
  CD20/204                                                         
  Tumor islets                                                     
  Max            45.70    0.00‐162.09    21.60      11.52‐31.68    0.277
  Med            95.20    0.00‐194.952   20.70      7.24‐34.16     0.029
  Mean           45.70    0.00‐162.09    21.60      11.52‐31.68    0.283
  Stromal                                                          
  Max            145.20   39.73‐250.67   12.60      7.56‐17.64     0.02
  Med            109.70   31.88‐187.52   14.60      4.13‐25.01     0.03
  Mean           145.20   80.82‐209.58   12.60      7.560‐17.640   \<0.01

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval.
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Furthermore, the results for the mean number were consistent with those of the maximum number. Compared to the results of the single immune factor, their ratios were found to be stable, with good reproducibility among regions (i.e. tumor islets and stroma), and values (maximum, mean and median). Kaplan‐Meier curves of these factors and ratios in stroma (mean) are described in Figure [2](#cas14409-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. The results demonstrated that the high mean numbers of stromal CD8^+^ (*P* = 0.04), CD20^+^ (*P* = 0.002) and FOXP3^+^ (*P* = 0.022) cells were significantly associated with favorable prognosis and high CD204^+^ cell density tended to be correlated with poor prognosis (*P* = 0.632). In addition, a strong association between high levels of the ratios of CD8^+^/CD204^+^ (*P* = 0.029) and CD20^+^/CD204^+^ (*P* \< 0.001) in stroma and favorable prognosis was observed. Existence of a positive correlation was observed between the median number of stromal CD8^+^ and CD20^+^, CD8^+^ and FOXP3^+^, and CD20^+^ and FOXP3^+^ (Figure [3](#cas14409-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Considering the influence of the treatment strategy, the patients who relapsed after surgery were divided into two groups: those who received surgery before 2000 and those who received surgery after 2000. The Kaplan‐Meier analysis revealed no significant difference between the groups (Figure [S1](#cas14409-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The histograms of the immune factors in the total cohort are presented in Figure [S2](#cas14409-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Kaplan‐Meier curves of tumor‐infiltrating immune cells. Kaplan‐Meier curves of CD8^+^, CD20^+^, CD204^+^, FOXP3^+^, and the ratio of CD8^+^ to CD204^+^, and CD20^+^ to CD204^+^ in (A) stroma (mean) and (B) islets (mean) are shown. CI, confidence interval; DFS, disease‐free survival](CAS-111-1921-g002){#cas14409-fig-0002}

![Correlation between tumor‐infiltrating immune cells. Correlation charts with regression lines among CD8^+^, CD20^+^, CD204^+^ and FOXP3^+^ are shown](CAS-111-1921-g003){#cas14409-fig-0003}

3.4. Analysis of program death‐ligand 1 expression in the total cohort {#cas14409-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The DFS of patients according to the expression levels of the PD‐L1 are summarized in Table [S3](#cas14409-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. It was observed that the mean TC showed a significant relationship with DFS. However, no significant difference among the other parameters was observed. In terms of the number and frequency, this demonstrated low coincidence among maximum, minimum and mean scores. The combined scores of TC and IC values also did not reveal any significant prognostic effect (see Table [3](#cas14409-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). The correlation of immune factors CD8^+^ and CD20^+^ with PD‐L1 expression is shown in Figure [S3](#cas14409-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The results indicated that the density of CD8^+^ cells had a strong relationship with PD‐L1 expression. Kaplan‐Meier curves of PD‐L1 expression and CD8^+^ cell density, and PD‐L1 expression and CD20^+^ cell density revealed no significant relationship between these markers (Figure [S4](#cas14409-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

Relationship between disease‐free survival and PD‐L1 expression

                         n    Median (mo)   CI (95%)       *P*‐value
  ---------------------- ---- ------------- -------------- -----------
  Max                                                      
  TC 0 and IC 0          2    11.60         NA             0.860
  TC 1/2/3 or IC 1/2/3   6    12.50         0.00‐54.15     
  TC 2/3 or IC 2/3       10   38.80         0.00‐77.97     
  TC 3 or IC 3           24   23.90         13.87‐33.93    
  Mean                                                     
  TC 0 and IC 0          5    12.60         10.45‐14.75    0.109
  TC 1/2/3 or IC 1/2/3   6    12.50         8.18‐16.82     
  TC 2/3 or IC 2/3       19   109.70        11.96‐207.44   
  TC 3 or IC 3           12   17.80         13.05‐22.55    
  Min                                                      
  TC 0 and IC 0          11   12.50         10.77‐14.23    0.404
  TC 1/2/3 or IC 1/2/3   6    23.60         0.00‐92.84     
  TC 2/3 or IC 2/3       17   109.70        0.00‐223.68    
  TC 3 or IC 3           8    12.30         0.00‐32.67     

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval.
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4. DISCUSSION {#cas14409-sec-0012}
=============

Tumor‐infiltrating immune cells are an indication of the host immune reaction to tumor antigens. Here, we evaluated the association between the amount of intraepithelial and stromal TIIC, their ratios and PD‐L1 expression level with thymic carcinomas through IHC, and identified B cells (CD20^+^) and M2 macrophage (CD204^+^) as the prognostic factors. In addition, the ratios of CD8^+^ to CD204^+^ and CD20^+^ to CD204^+^ in stroma lesions were found to have significant prognostic effects. The results strongly suggested that the balance of effector cells and suppressor cells might play an important role in tumor immunity in thymic cancer.

Several studies show the importance of effector immune cells in the TME. Among effector cells, the presence of CD8^+^ tumor‐infiltrating cells was found to be significantly associated with prognosis in many cancer types.[^37^](#cas14409-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Higher infiltration of CD8^+^ cells was related to favorable prognosis in NSCLC colorectal cancer and thymic carcinoma.[^22^](#cas14409-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [^23^](#cas14409-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [^31^](#cas14409-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The present study also reported the importance of CD8^+^ cells, especially in stroma, in thymic carcinoma patients. In addition to the prognostic role, the CD8^+^ cells in local tumor sites have been reported to be associated with tumor mutation burden and treatment outcome of immune‐checkpoint inhibitors.[^17^](#cas14409-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Considering the conflicting efficacy of PD‐1 blockade in thymic carcinoma, pembrolizumab (overall response rate 22.5%) and nivolumab (overall response rate 0.0%), further evaluation of CD8^+^ cell density as a prognostic or predictive biomarker for ICI is warranted, particularly in pre--treatment and post--treatment analysis.[^10^](#cas14409-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#cas14409-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

The low density of CD20^+^ cells has been shown to be a favorable prognostic marker in colorectal and lung cancer.[^37^](#cas14409-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [^38^](#cas14409-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} However, in the present study, the higher density of CD20^+^ cells was found to be significantly associated with favorable prognosis in thymic carcinoma. The results are supported by Shim et al[^31^](#cas14409-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, who report a significant correlation between the density of stromal CD20^+^ cells and favorable prognosis in thymic carcinoma. These results indicate that the discrepancy of the impact of CD20^+^ cells in thymic malignancy is different compared to other cancer types and the density of CD20^+^ TIIC should be investigated in stroma lesions. The observed discrepancy could be related to the function of thymus as a primary lymphoid organ of the immune system, which may affect antitumor immune responses in thymic carcinoma patients. Previous studies reported that tumor‐infiltrating CD20^+^ B cells activated tumor‐infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells and have a role of antigen presentation.[^39^](#cas14409-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [^40^](#cas14409-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} These results indicate the functional role of CD20^+^ cells in the TME, and the positive correlation with CD8^+^ cells and CD20^+^ cells in stroma has been associated with patient survival in other cancer types.

The M2 macrophage has angiogenic and immunosuppressive molecules affecting tumor immune systems.[^41^](#cas14409-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, tumor‐infiltrating M2 macrophages were associated with poor treatment outcomes in renal cell carcinoma, melanoma, leiomyosarcoma and follicular lymphoma.[^42^](#cas14409-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [^43^](#cas14409-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Among several markers for macrophages, CD204‐expressing M2 macrophages were prognostic factors in urothelial cell carcinoma of the bladder, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, pancreatic cancer and NSCLC.[^44^](#cas14409-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [^45^](#cas14409-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [^46^](#cas14409-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [^47^](#cas14409-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} We observed a similar tendency of prognosis, indicating the importance of CD204^+^ M2 macrophages in the TME.

The data from the present study predicted the tendency of FOXP3^+^ cells as predictive markers for the recurrence of thymic carcinoma. Earlier reports have shown the importance of immune suppressor cells as prognostic factors and predictive markers for cancer therapies in many cancer types. FOXP3^+^ cells recognized as regulatory T cells (Treg) have an important function, especially in the TME. Higher infiltration of FOXP3^+^ cells in intra--tumor or peri--tumor sites has been reported as both poor and favorable prognostic markers in several cancer types.[^27^](#cas14409-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#cas14409-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [^29^](#cas14409-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} In our study, positive FOXP3^+^ cells was correlated with better prognosis, which appeared to be contradictory. However, as shown in Figure [3](#cas14409-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, there were also linear increases between CD8^+^ cells and FOXP3^+^ cells, and between CD20^+^ cells and FOXP3^+^ cells. These results indicated that the increase of FOXP3^+^ cells was accompanied with the increase of effector cells, and was a consequence of response to inflammatory antitumor response by effector cells. Our understanding is that regulatory T cells have been increasing as immunosuppressive responses following antitumor immune responses such as cytotoxic CD8^+^ T cell infiltration and B cell infiltration. Further analysis is warranted. However, our study might provide new insight into the function of tumor‐infiltrating FOXP3^+^ cells, and further analysis is warranted.

In the TME, the association of the balance of effector cells and immune‐suppressive cells with prognosis has been reported. In thymic carcinoma, the ratio of CD4^+^/CD8^+^ tumor‐infiltrating cells has been shown to have prognosis effects.[^32^](#cas14409-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} To our knowledge, this study is the first report demonstrating the prognostic effect of the ratios of CD8^+^/CD204^+^ and CD20^+^/CD204^+^ tumor‐infiltrating cells and their significant association with the overall DFS. The significance of the ratio of CD8^+^/CD204^+^ TIIC has also been reported in esophageal carcinoma and uterine cervical adenocarcinoma.[^48^](#cas14409-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [^49^](#cas14409-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Compared to the single immune cells, their ratios were found to be consistent among regions (tumor islets and stroma) and values (maximum, mean and median) in this study.

An appropriate evaluation method for the distribution and heterogeneity of TIIC, both effector cells and suppressor cells, has not been established. It has been reported that the lesions (tumor islets, stroma or both) related to prognosis are different depending on the cancer type (e.g., tumor islets for head and neck cancer and stroma for breast cancer) and the optimal lesions for reliable assessment have not been established yet in many cancer types.[^21^](#cas14409-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [^50^](#cas14409-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} However, Shim et al[^31^](#cas14409-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} report the relationship between effector immune cells (CD4, CD8 and CD20 positive cells) in stroma and their favorable prognosis. To overcome the problem of heterogeneity in analysis, the importance of the lesions for evaluation and the balance between effector and suppressor cells should be validated in further studies including other cancer types.

Several studies report on the frequency and the association of PD‐L1 expression with clinical information in thymic carcinoma.[^14^](#cas14409-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#cas14409-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} However, its prognostic effect for the recurrence of thymic carcinoma is not conclusive. Here, we evaluated the data of PD‐L1 expression from whole section slides to overcome heterogeneity, and observed discrepancy among the two cohorts, representing non--reproducibility of expression levels of PD‐L1 as the biomarker in thymic carcinoma, and, thus, could not establish the obvious clinical significance of PD‐L1 expression as a prognostic factor for thymic carcinoma. In most of the previous reports, histological characteristics of immune factors, including PD‐L1 expression and TIIC, were assessed either through tissue microarray or selection of representative fields with highly integrated immune cells from whole section slides, leading to selection biases.

Furthermore, it was reported that the influence of different characters of anti--PD‐L1 antibody clones (DAKO 28‐8, DAKO 22C3, Ventana SP263 and Ventana SP142) in NSCLC was relatively small but are still not a consequence.[^51^](#cas14409-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Conversely, TIIC in stroma, especially the ratios of CD8^+^/CD204^+^ cells and CD20^+^/CD204^+^ cells, demonstrated high reproducibility in this study. In addition, we observed that the mean and maximum data had relatively high concordance rates in each group, suggesting that the heterogeneity of these immune factors of TIIC was relatively lower than that of the expression levels of PD‐L1 on tumor cells (Table [2](#cas14409-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

This study has some limitations, as it was retrospectively performed and had a relatively small sample size. Due to the development of chemotherapy regimens in recurrent thymic carcinoma, survival time after recurrence might have improved. We did not observe any significant difference between the groups receiving the treatment before and after 2000 in the total cohort (Figure [S1](#cas14409-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, considering the rarity of the disease, this report is one of the most extensive retrospective analyses, with comprehensive immunological analysis by IHC staining using the patient data covering 40 years at the National Cancer Center Hospital in Japan. Further prospective analysis to investigate the significance of TIIC (CD8, CD20 and CD204 positive cells) as predictive markers for immune‐checkpoint inhibitors is warranted, and the results of this study may lead to the development of a new strategy of combination therapy targeting B cell immunity.

In conclusion, the present study revealed that CD8^+^, CD20^+^ and CD204^+^ TIIC in cancer stroma might be prognostic biomarkers, considering the heterogeneity of other biomarkers, including PD‐L1 expression on tumor cells in thymic carcinoma.
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